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Abstract. Firms interested in servicing foreign markets face a
difficult decision with regards to the choice of an entry mode.
The options available to a firm include exporting, licensing, joint
venture and sole venture. Several factors that determine the
choice of a specific foreign market entry mode have been identified
in previous literature. These factors can be classified into three
categories: ownership advantages of a firm, location advantages
of a market, and internalization advantages of integrating transactions. This study examines the independent and joint influences
of these factors on the choice of an entry mode. Multinomial
logistic regression model is employed to test the hypothesized
effects.
INTRODUCTION
A firm seeking to enter a foreign market must make an importantstrategic
decision on which entrymode to use for thatmarket.The four most common
modes of foreign market entry are exporting,1licensing, joint venture, and
sole venture. Because all of these modes involve resource commitments
(albeit at varying levels), firms' initial choices of a particular mode are
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difficult to change without considerable loss of time and money [Root
1987]. Entry mode selection is therefore, a very important,if not a critical,
strategic decision.
Previous studies in the areas of internationaltrade, industrialorganization,
and marketimperfections have identified a numberof factors that influence
the choice of an entrymode for a selected targetmarket.Integratingperspectives from these areas,Dunning [1977, 1980, 1988] proposeda comprehensive
framework, which stipulated that the choice of an entry mode for a target
marketis influencedby three types of detennminant
factors:ownershipadvantages of a finn, locationadvantagesof a market,andinternalizationadvantages
of integrating transactions within the firm. Several empirical studies have
attemptedto directly or indirectly use the Dunning frameworkin explaining
choice between joint venture and sole venture [Kogut and Singh 1988],
licensing and sole venture [Caves 1982; Davidson and McFetridge 1985],
extent of foreign directinvestment[Cho 1985; Dunning 1980; Kimura 1989;
Sabi 1988; Terpstraand Yu 1988; Yu and Ito 1988], and ratio of acquisition
to total subsidiaries [Wilson 1980].
While these studies have made substantialcontributionsto our understanding
of the entry mode behavior of firms, an important gap in the empirical
literatureis the issue of how the inter-relationshipsamong the deterninant
factors influence firms' entry choices.2 The importance of examining the
effects of inter-relationshipsderives from the fact thatthey may explain firn
behaviors that cannot be capturedby the independenteffects of the factors.
For example, firms that have lower levels of ownership advantages are
expected to either not enter foreign markets or use a low-risk entry mode
such as exporting. However, many such firms have been observed to enter
foreign countries, especially those that have high market potential, using
joint ventures and licensing arrangements [Talaga, Chandran & Phatak
1985]. This type of firm behavior can be better explained if the joint effect
of ownership advantages of the firm and location advantages of the market
is examined. A critical theme that this study pursues is the examination of
a number of such firm behaviors by evaluating the joint impact of a set of
determinants.
A methodological feature of this study is the use of the survey technique to
obtain information on the determinantfactors. An importantadvantage of
this technique is that it provides direct measures (as compared to proxy
variables used by most researchers) of both location and internalization
factors. The direct measures are obtained by evaluating managerialperceptions about marketpotential and investment risks (location advantages), and
costs of writing and enforcing contracts, risk of deteriorationin the quality
of services, and risk of dissipation of knowledge (internalization advantages) in a given host country. Perceptual measures are particularlyuseful
in the measurement of internalizationadvantages since past experience has
shown that it is a difficult constructto quantify. Unlike location advantages,
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indicators of internalizationadvantages have not been appropriatelyidentified in the entry mode literatureto date.3
Managerial perceptions are also relevant for the assessment of the location
advantages of a specific country. While previous research has assumed that
the location advantages are exogenous4 and hence constant across firms for
a given host country, our study allows us to measure these variables as a
function of the perceptions of managers. It should be noted that these perceptions may be different due to variations in managers' past experiences
in that country (and other countries), level of knowledge about that country,
individualbiases, etc. There is wide supportfrom the organizationalbehavior
literaturefor the importance of managerial perceptions in decisionmaking
[Cyert and March 1963].
The remainder of the paper is organized into three parts. The first part
reviews the relevant literatureto develop the hypotheses. The second part
details the research setting, the operational measures, data collection, and
research method. The last section provides the results and discusses important managerial, theoretical, and public policy implications.
LITERATUREREVIEW AND HYPOTHESES
Normative decision theory suggests thatthe choice of a foreign marketentry
mode should be based on trade-offs between risks and returns. A firm is
expected to choose the entry mode that offers the highest risk-adjusted
returnon investment. However, behavioral evidence indicates that a firm's
choices may also be determinedby resourceavailabilityand need for control
[Cespedes 1988; Stopford and Wells 1972]. Resource availability refers to
the financial and managerial capacity of a firm for serving a particular
foreign market.Controlrefersto a firm's need to influence systems, methods,
and decisions in thatforeign market[Andersonand Gatignon 1986]. Control
is desirable to improve a firm's competitive position and maximize the
returns on its assets and skills. Higher operational control results from
having a greater ownership in the foreign venture. However, risks are also
likely to be higherdue to the assumptionof responsibilityfor decisionmaking
and higher commitment of resources.
Entry mode choices are often a compromise among these four attributes.
The exporting mode is a low resource (investment) and consequently low
risk/returnalternative. This mode, while providing a firm with operational
control, lacks in providing marketing control that may be essential for
market seeking firms. The sole venture mode, on the other hand, is a high
investment and consequently high risk/returnalternative that also provides
a high degree of control to the investing firm. The joint venture mode
involves relatively lower investment and hence provides risk, return, and
control commensurate to the extent of equity participationof the investing
firm. Finally, the licensing mode is a low investment, low risk/returnalternative which provides least control to the licensing firm.
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By including firm-specific and market-specific factors that influence these
criteria (control, return,risk, and resources), Dunning [1977, 1980, 1988]
developed a framework for explaining choice among exporting, licensing,
joint venture, and sole venture modes (see Figure 1). A brief description of
the main effects of these factors is presented below and is mainly used for
validating the results of this study. The main thrust of this research is on
examining the effects of interrelationshipsamong these independentfactors.
A detailed discussion of these effects is presented in the next section.
Ownership Advantages
To compete with host countryfirms in theirown markets,firms must possess
superior assets and skills that can earn economic rents that are high enough
to counter the higher cost of servicing these markets. A firm's asset power
is reflected by its size and multinationalexperience, and skills by its ability
to develop differentiatedproducts.
When a firm possesses the ability to develop differentiatedproducts, it may
run the risk of loss of long-term revenues if it shares this knowledge with
host country firms. This is because the latter may acquire this knowledge
and decide to operate as a separate entity at a future date. This risk is
especially relevant for internationaltransactionsbecause interorganizational
infrastructuresare often poorly developed, likely to change frequently, and
particularlyweak across national boundaries [Van de Ven and Poole 1989].
Therefore, when the firm possesses these skills, higher control modes may
be more efficient. There is substantialempirical supportfor the use of higher
control modes with higher levels of product differentiation [Anderson and
Coughlan 1987; Caves 1982; Coughlan 1985; Coughlan and Flaherty 1983;
Davidson 1982; Stopford and Wells 1972].
Firms need asset power to engage in internationalexpansion and to successfully compete with host country firms. Resources are needed for absorbing
the high costs of marketing, for enforcing patents and contracts, and for
achieving economies of scale [Hood and Young 1979]. The size of the firm
reflects its capability for absorption of these costs [Buckley and Casson
1976; Kumar 1984]. Empirical evidence indicates that the impact of firm
size on foreign direct investment is positive [Buckley and Casson 1976; Cho
1985; Caves and Mehra 1986; Yu and Ito 1988; Terpstra and Yu 1988;
Kimura 1989]. In otherwords, the size of the fim is expected to be positively
correlated with its propensity to enter foreign markets in general, and to
choose sole and joint venture modes in particular.While the preference for
sole ventures is not surprising,the choice of joint ventures may be explained
by the fact that a larger organizationmay be less concerned than a smaller
organizationwith the potentialpossibility of exploitation by the host country
partner[Doz 1988].
Another form of asset power, a firm's level of multinational experience, has
also been shown to influence entry choices. Firms without foreign market
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FIGURE1
A Schematic Representation of Entry Choice Factors
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experienceare likely to have greaterproblemsin managingforeign operations.
They have been observed to overstate the potential risks, while understating
the potential returnsof operating in a foreign market. This makes choice of
non-investment modes more probable for these firms [Caves and Mehra
1986; GatignonandAnderson 1988;Terpstraand Yu 1988]. Conversely,firms
with higher multinational experience may be expected to prefer investment
modes of entry.

LocationAdvantages
Firms interested in servicing foreign marketsare expected to use a selective
strategy and favor entry into more attractive markets. This is because their
chances of obtaining higher returnsare better in such markets. The attractiveness of a markethas been characterizedin terms of its market potential
and investment risk.5
Market potential (size and growth) has been found to be an important
deterninant of overseas investment [Forsyth 1972; Weinstein 1977; Khoury
1979; Choi, Tschoegl and Yu 1986; Terpstraand Yu 1988]. In high market
potential countries, investment modes are expected to provide greater longterm profitability to a firn, comparedto non-investment modes, throughthe
opportunityto achieve economies of scale and consequently lower marginal
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cost of production [Sabi 1988]. Even if scale economies are not significant,
a firm may still choose investment modes since they provide the firm with
the opportunityto establish long-term marketpresence.
The investment risk in a host country reflects the uncertainty over the
continuation of present economic and political conditions and government
policies which arecriticalto the survivalandprofitabilityof a fmn's operations
in thatcountry. Changes in goverment policies may cause problems related
to repatriationof earnings,and in extremecases, expropriationof assets [Root
1987]. Researchershave suggested thatthe restrictivepolicies of a host country's government are likely to impede inwardforeign investments [Rugman
1979; Stopford and Wells 1972]. In these countries, a firm would be better
off not entering; but if it does, it may favor use of non-investment options.
Internalization Advantage (Contractual Risk)
Low control modes are considered superiorfor many transactionssince they
allow a firm to benefit from the scale economies of the marketplace, while
not encounteringthe bureaucraticdisadvantagesthat accompany integration
[Williamson 1985]. However, low control modes will have a higher cost
compared to integratingthe assets and skills within the firm if managers are
unableto predictfuturecontingencies(problemof boundedrationality/external
uncertainty) and if the market is unable to provide competing alternatives
(problem of small numbers/opportunism).High external uncertainty,given
bounded rationality, makes the writing and enforcement of contracts that
specify every eventualityand consequentresponsemore expensive [Anderson
and Weitz 1986]. Similarly, the small numbersproblem makes the enforcement of contracts meaningless and possibly inefficient since the firm may
not find other partners.Under these conditions, exporting and sole venture
modes provide better control due to retainingof the assets and skills within
the firm.
EFFECTSOF INTERRELATIONSHIP
AMONG DETERMINANTFACTORS
Size/Multinational Experience and Market Potential
The above discussion of the main effects suggests that investment modes
would be preferred(a) by firmsthatarelargerandthathave moremultinational
experience, and (b) in countries that are perceived to have high market
potential. Therefore, we can expect their combined impact to result in a
preferencefor investmentmodes when both factorsare high, and a preference
for no involvement when both factors are low. This expectation is trivial as
it does not add any new information about firms' behavior except maybe
strengthening the direct effects of each factor. A more interesting question
is how larger and more multinational firms respond in countries that have
relatively lower marketpotential, and vice versa. A cursory review of actual
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firm choices shows that investment modes may be chosen by larger multinational firms even in low potential countries, and by smaller and less
multinational firms in high potential countries.
Countries that have relatively lower market potential can be expected to
have a lower likelihood of attractingforeign firms. However, firms that are
larger and that have a regional or worldwide presence may be interested in
entering these markets for achieving their growth and profit objectives.
Note, for example, that developing countries such as Brazil and India, even
though not as attractiveas the developed countries, may still have sufficient
potential and strategic importance to warrantconsideration. An additional
benefit offered by these target markets is the opportunityfor higher returns
(in excess of the risks taken) due to the presence of greater market imperfections. Ecological models predict that only larger organizations have the
resources required to bear the risks associated with entering low potential
markets [Lambkin 1988].
If these firms do decide to enter relatively lower potential markets, they
may have a higher propensity to choose a sole venture mode to satisfy their
strategic need to coordinate activities on a global basis [Bartlett 1986;
Bartlett and Ghoshal 1986; Doz, Prahaladand Hamel 1988]. Research on
global strategyhas suggestedthatsuch firms will or shouldbe more concemed
with global strategic position than with the transactioncosts associated with
a given market [Porterand Fuller 1986]. Though exporting andjoint venture
arrangements may be more appropriatefor low potential markets from a
risk reduction perspective, they may not allow the strategic control, change,
and flexibility that are needed to secure long-term global competitiveness.
The presence of joint venture partners,in particular,can create an impediment to strategic coordination.Their motivations are often incongruentwith
that of the investing firm, which can lead to significant difficulties [Prahalad
and Doz 1987]. On the other hand, firms can gain competitive advantage
by exploitation of the strategic options provided by integrated operations
[Kogut 1989]. They can spot opportunitiesand threats that may be beyond
the horizon of individual operations;they can bring the full weight of their
resourcesto bear on selected competitorsor markets;they can shift resources
across national boundaries very easily; and they can use the experience
gained in one countryin anotherwhere it may be relevant.
In addition to the above strategic advantages, globally integrated firms
prefer complete control of their foreign operations because overall profit
maximization requires that their foreign ventures be tightly subordinatedto
the parents. Thus:
H1: Finns thatarelargerandthathavehighermultinationalexpenence,
are more likely to choose a sole venture for entry in relatively
lower market potential countries.
Firms that are snmallerand have lower multinational experience are not
expected to have sufficient resources or skills to enter a large number of
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foreign markets. They therefore can be expected to use a selective strategy
and concentrate their efforts in the more potential foreign markets. This is
because their chances of obtaining higher returnsare better in such markets.
In addition, resource limitations (including size) make them prone to utilize
proportionatelymorejoint venturesthando industryleaders [Contractorand
Lorange 1988; Fayerweather 1982; Stopfordand Wells 1972]. Joint venture
arrangementsallow them to share costs and risks, as well as complementary
assets and skills with host country partnerfirms [Harrigan1985]. By doing
so, a firm is able to reduce the long-term uncertainty at a lower cost than
throughpure hierarchicalor marketapproaches [Beamish and Banks 1987].
H2: Finns thataresmallerandthathavelowermultinationalexperience
are more likely to choose a joint venture mode in countries
that have a higher perceived marketpotential.
Ownership Advantages and Investment Risk
In environments characterized by high investment risks, the main effect
suggested that firms are better off not entering, and exporting rather than
investing if they do choose to enter. However, firms vary in their capacity
to deal with investment risks depending upon their ownership advantages.
Specifically, firms with valuable assets and skills (that are needed in these
markets)may be able to bargainwith host governments for concessions that
provide them immunity against investment risks [Leontiades 1985]. If these
concessions are not granted, they may be unwilling to enter such markets.
Empirical evidence shows that firms that possess a proprietaryproduct or
technology have been able to increase their bargaining position over the
host government [Lecraw 1984; Vernon 1983]. On the other hand, firm size
and multinationality do not necessarily provide this bargaining advantage
[Fagre and Wells 1982]. The primaryexplanation for this difference is that
while a host government may be able to find alternativesources of capital,
it may not easily find altemative sources of technology. This implies that
desirable technology can command an unusually high degree of leverage
and bargaining position even in countries that are characterizedby higher
investment risks [Ting 1988].
In addition, risk-reducingconsiderations may push firms that have proprietary products or technology to choose higher control modes. Such modes
allow firms to modify their investments in such a way that the assets they
place in the foreign country are less profitable to the host government in
case they are expropriated[Eatonand Gersovitz 1983]. Without this control,
these firms face an omnipresent threat that host governments will change
their policies at a future date in favor of local firms. Thus:
H3: Firms thathave higherability to develop differentiatedproducts
are more likely to choose a sole venture mode in markets that
have high investment risk; on the other hand, firms that are
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largerandhavehighermultinationalexperiencemayhave a lower
probabilityof choosing a sole venture mode in such countries.
Ownership Advantages and Contractual Risk
The main effect of internalizationadvantagesuggested that firms will refrain
from entering a country if the perceived risk of dissipation of knowledge,
risk of deteriorationof quality of services, and costs of writing and enforcing
contractsare high. This is particularlycritical for firms thathave specialized
knowledge, protection of which must be an importantpriority [Hill, Hwang
and Kim 1990]. However, these firms are also interested in maximizing the
economic rents on their knowledge (as suggested by the main effect of this
factor). This creates a decision scenario in which the need for protection
will be traded against return potential. Lack of protection would make
sharing of specialized knowledge risky in the long run particularlysince it
would limit the flexibility a firm has in adapting to future contingencies.
Since a flexible arrangementis difficult to achieve in a contractualsetting,
a firm thathas specialized knowledge will be expected to opt for an internal
organization. On the other hand, when the contractualrisks are low, a firm
may be more willing to share its specialized knowledge. This is because as
the risk of dissipationfalls, the opportunityfor mutuallybeneficial contractual
arrangementsincreases at the expense of an internalmarket[Rugman 1981].
This opportunityalso will be higher in countries where the cost of writing
and enforcing contracts is low. For those firms that do not possess any
specialized knowledge, the presence of contractualrisks may not be a critical
issue. These firms may be willing to opt for contractualarrangementseven
when the contractualrisks are high [Rugman 1982]. Thus:
H4: Firms thathave higher ability to develop differentiatedproducts
arelikely to choose a sole venturemode in countriescharacterized
by high contractualrisks; on the other hand, firms that do not
have this ability may choose a contractual mode even when
the risks are high.
The contractualrisks also do not pose a threatto firms that have ownership
advantages arising from size and multinationality as much as they do to
ownership advantages arising from its knowledge base and hence are not
considered here.
Market Potential and Investment Risk
The direct effect of high market potential indicates a choice of investment
modes, while low marketpotentialindicatesa choice of no entry.On the other
hand, the direct effect of high investment risk indicates a choice of no entry
while low investmentrisk indicates a choice of investmentmodes. The combined effect of marketpotential and investment risk, therefore, for high/low
combination should be an investment mode and for low/high combination
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should be no entry. However, it is not clear what modes are likely to be
chosen in countries that have high market potential and at the same time
are characterizedby high investment risks. While this interaction effect is
intuitivelyinteresting,a review of the literaturedid not provideany theoretical
rationaleor empiricalevidence thatcouldhelp us develop a specific hypothesis.
We speculate, however, that the need to establish market presence in high
potential countries may be traded against the need to minimize investment
risks. Firms may therefore choose to export or createjoint ventures because
these modes not only insulate them somewhat from investment risks, but
also provide access to markets. In the case of exporting, the investment to
exploit the foreign market is made in the home country and hence provides
immunity from investment risks in the host countries. In the case of joint
ventures, a part of the risk is shifted to a partnerin the host country who
can also help in negotiations with the host government and thus help reduce
the investment risk for the firm.
H5: In countries characterizedby high market potential and high
investmentrisk,fims may show a higherpreferenceforexporting
and joint venture modes.

METHOD
Research Setting
In order to test the above hypotheses, the U.S. equipment leasing industry
(a service industry)has been chosen for this study. Although the FDI theory
was originally developed to explain foreign production, its application to
service industries is considered equally appropriate[Boddewyn, Halbrich,
and Perry 1986]. The model has been applied in the past to explain the
internationalizationof the hotel industry[Dunning and McQueen 1981], the
banking industry [Cho 1985; Gray and Gray 1981; Sabi 1988; Yannopoulos
1983], and the advertising industry [Terpstraand Yu 1988].
Leasing is a generic term used for all types of secured equipmentfinancing.
Any type of equipment can be financed throughleasing; some of the typical
productsthatare leased include aircrafts,agriculturalequipment,automobiles,
computers, containers, health care equipment, and ships. While leasing has
been traditionally popular in the U.S., U.K., Germany, and Japan, recent
years have seen leasing take on much more importancein countries such as
Brazil, Venezuela, South Korea, Hong Kong, and the Philippines. The penetrationof leasing (in capital formation) in North America increased from an
estimated 14.7% in 1978 to 25.5% in 1982; the overall penetrationworldwide duringthe same period rose from an estimated9.2% to 15.0%demonstratingthe increasing use of leasing in the capital formation of countries
worldwide [Clark 1985].
The internationalleasing business can be divided into two basic categories:
(a) cross-border(or export)leasLng,and (b) overseas leasing (throughforeign
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affiliates/subsidiaries). Cross-borderleasing, which is similar to exporting,
involves leasing of equipment owned by a finn in one country to a firm in
another country. It usually provides for the purchase of the equipment by
the lessee at the end of the lease contract period. In most countries, such
cross-border leases obtain government financing and guarantees similar to
those given to direct exports of equipment [Meidan 1984].
Overseas leasing involves setting up affiliates or subsidiaries through contracts and investments, respectively. These affiliates/subsidiaries draw upon
the experience and knowledge of the parent firm for servicing the market
in the host country. For example, United States Leasing International,Inc.,
has contractualarrangementsin Australia,Brazil, Colombia,Ecuador,Jordan,
Malaysia, Mexico, the Philippines, and Sweden; a sole venture in the United
Kingdom; and a joint venture in Japan. In a contractual arrangement,the
technical and management know-how possessed by a firm is licensed to a
foreign firm. In a joint or sole venture arrangement, a firm attempts to
develop a foreign marketby directly investing in that market.Leasing firms
invest for acquisition of equipment that can be leased in the host country.
They can operatealone or in partnershipwith a local finn. While manufacturing
is not carried out by leasing firms, the organizational structuresemployed
by them are no different from those employed by manufacturingfirms.
Operational Measures
Pre-studyinterviews with fourteenleasing fims were instrumentalin devising
the operational measures for this study. They were especially important in
adaptingthe measures used in previous literatureto the internationalleasing
context.
Ownership Advantages
Ability to Develop Differentiated Products. Ability to develop differentiated
products is measured by the perceived ability of the firm to create new and
creatively structuredleasing transactions, and the perceived quality of the
firm's training programin preparingemployees to conduct leasing transactions. The knowledge and skill developed throughtraininghas been considered to be importantfor creating differentiated products [Hood and Young
1979]. The reliability coefficient for this measure was found to be 0.51.
Firm Size. Firm size is measured by its sales volume. A number of other
measures have been used by researcherssuch as total assets [Dubin 1975;
Kogut and Singh 1988; Yu and Ito 1988], equity and deposits [Cho 1985],
employee size [Norburn and Birley 1986], and domestic market sales
[Kimura 1989]. Since we can expect a high degree of correlation among
these variables, we chose the total sales volume of the firm as an indicator
of firm size.
Firm's Multinational Experience. A firm's multinational experience is
measured in this study using three items: percent of total earnings attributed
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to foreignoperations,perceiveddegreeof multinationality,and perceived
readinessto handleinternational
business.Thereliabilitycoefficientforthis
measurewas foundto be 0.81.
LocationAdvantages
MarketPotential.The indicatorsof this measureincludeperceivedmanagerialassessmentof marketsize, growthpotential,acceptabilityof leasing
as a financialtool in the host country,host government'sattitudestoward
foreignfirmsin generalandthe leasingindustryin particular.The last two
items are importantbecause the leasing industry'spotentialis critically
dependenton the host government'slaws (accountingproceduresand tax
laws)thatmakeleasingattractiveas a financingtool. Inter-itemcorrelations
indicatedgood correlationamongthe five items.The reliabilitycoefficient
for this measurewas foundto be 0.81.
InvestmentRisk.Investmentrisk includesthe risk thata host government
will interferewiththerepatriation
of profitsandthecontrolof foreignassets,
andtheriskof a breakdownin theinternational
tradeandinvestmentpolicies
of the government[Herring1983].Thesearemeasuredby managerialperceptionsof thehostgovernment'spoliciestowardconversionandrepatriation
of profits,expropriationof assets, and the stabilityof the political,social
andeconomicconditionsin the host country.The reliabilitycoefficientfor
this measurewas foundto be 0.90.
InternalizationAdvantages
ContractualRisk.The assessmentof internalizationadvantageis basedon
therelativecosts(orrisks)of sharingtheassetsandskillswitha hostcountry
firmversusintegratingthemwithinthefirm.Becausesuchcostsaredifficult
to estimate[Buckley 1988], researchershave recommendedthe measurementof contractualrisksassociatedwithsharingthefirm'sassetsandskills
[Dunning 1980]. The risks involved in using contractsinclude costs of
makingandenforcingcontractsin a foreigncountryrelativeto the United
States,riskof dissipationof proprietary
knowledge,andriskof deterioration
in the qualityof servicesif operatedjointly with a host countrypartneror
licensee.The reliabilitycoefficientfor this measurewas foundto be 0.58.
All of the aboveitems,exceptsales and foreignearningsof the firm, were
measuredon appropriate
7-pointbipolarscales.A list of theseitemsis given
in the Appendix.Independentassessmentsof these items were obtained
fromeach firmfor threedifferentcountries,namely,the UnitedKingdom,
JapanandBrazil.Thesecountrieswere chosento reflectdifferentpolitical
andeconomicsystems.
EntryChoice
The dependentvariableis thechoiceof entrymodefora particularcountry.
Respondentsindicatedtheirchoice preferenceamongfive alternativesincluding
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no involvement, exporting, licensing, joint venture, and sole venture for
each of three countries (U.K., Japan, and Brazil) included in this study.6

Data Collection
The preliminary questionnaire instrumentcomprising the above scales was
discussed with the presidents of four leasing companies as well as with three
academicians. Based on their comments, some of the questionnaire items
were modified. The revised questionnairewas then pre-tested with ten randomly selected finns. The objective of this test was to confirm thatthe items
were understandableand unambiguous. The questionnairewas modified on
the basis of comments received during the pre-test.
The population of leasing firms in the U.S. comprised 1196 firms in the
year 1986. After excluding firms that were owned by foreign firms, firms
whose business was confined to a city or town and that was not even
regional or national, and firms which used leasing to support their other
primary businesses (e.g. investment bankers), the population was reduced
to 550 firms. This was furtherreduced to 536 firms after excluding firms
that were used in preliminary tests. Key informants for the information
needed for this study were designated to be either the President or CEO of
the firm.
Discussions with executives duringthe pre-test phase of the study led to the
conclusion that only the CEO/ President had complete knowledge required
for this study. Efforts were therefore made to make the responses of these
key informantsas representativeof the truesituation as possible. The guidelines provided by Huber and Power [1985] for using a single informant in
terms of motivation of informants to cooperate with the study seriously,
assessment of alternateframing of questions, and use of structuredquestions
were strictly followed in this study. The final questionnaire was mailed to
the Presidents or the CEOs of the study sample. The first wave of mailing
to 536 firms, followed by a second wave of mailing to 250 firns, yielded
responses from 119 finns, resulting in a response rate of 22.8%. Out of the
119 firns, 22 were excluded since they contained large numbers of missing
values, resulting in a final sample of 97 firms. Since each firm provided its
choices and evaluations for three countries, the total numberof observations
available for statistical analysis was 285 (six choices had to be omitted due
to missing values).

ResearchMethod
Factor analysis was used to assess the psychometric properties of the study
constructs. Since size and multinational experience indicators were highly
correlated (and the hypothesized relationships were parallel), these were
combined to form a single factor. After confirming the unidimensional
nature of the constructs, internal consistency among the items was further
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TABLE 1
Psychometric Properties of Measures

A. ProductDifferentiation
1. Qualityof trainingprogram
2. Innovationpotential
B. Size and MultinationalExperience
1. Firmsize
2. Foreign earnings/totalearnings
3. Perceived multinationality
4. Perceived abilityto handle
internationalexpansion
C. MarketPotential
1. Acceptabilityof leasing as a
financialtool
2. Marketpotential
3. Growthpotential
4. Attitudeof government toward
-leasing industry
-foreign firms
D. Investment Risk
1. Volatility
2. Risk of converting/repatriating
income
3. Risk of asset expropriation
E. ContractualRisk
1. Cost of makingand enforcing
contracts
2. Maintenanceof qualitystandards
3. Risk of dissipationof knowledge
Eigenvalue
%variance explained

Factor
1

Factor
2

Factor
3

Factor
4

Factor
5

-.14
.12

.03
-.06

-.04
.18

.01
-.01

80
.78

-.05
-.07
-.07
.06

.06
.08
.12
.10

.68
81

.06
-.07
-.09
-.16

.20
-.09
-.09
.23

.76

.43

.05

-.14

.05

84
24

.36
.28

-.14
.10

-.05
.04

-.02
.01

.24
.13

.00
.01

-.13
-.22

.00
-.04

.33
.36

.87
.90

.16
.07

-.24
-.20

.03
-.04

.40

.91

.10

-.33

.01

-.06

-.41

-.14

-.09
-.18

-.31
-.09

-.08
.00

81
77

-.17
.09

3.30
19.4

3.17
18.7

2.68
15.8

1.90
11.2

1.45
8.6

.07

assessed by estimating coefficient alpha and droppingitems with low itemto-total correlations. Finally, the reduced set of items was rechecked for
internal consistency via factor analysis, confirming the original unidimensional nature of the constructs obtained [Nunnally 1978]. The factor loadings structurewas employed to determine the factor scores of each firm on
the five constructs. All the scale items loaded highly on factors (constructs)
they represented, and weakly on other factors. The five factors accounted
for 73.3% of the total variation in the sample (see Table 1).
Since the factor scores are expressed as standardizedscores, they create a
problem when interactions are expressed as products. For example, a
low/low combination would yield a large positive term, making low/low
and high/high combinationsindistinguishable.An interactionis interpretable
only if the low/low combination is representedby a smaller numberrelative
to the high/high combination. We have used a transformationsuggested by
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Cooper and Nakanishi [1983] of the original factor scores to calculate the
interaction term in order to resolve this problem. It involves determining a
zeta squared value that is given by the following equation:

if Zij > ?)
= 1/(1+Z2)if Z.i <0,

42.=1+ Z2J

where Zij is the standardized factor score of firm i on variable j. This
transformationprovides interaction terms that have a lower bound of zero
and an upper bound of infinity.
Multinomiallogisticregressionwas thenused to obtainthe maximumlikelihood
estimates of the main effect and interaction parameters. Three separate
models were evaluated: (1) using "no involvement" as the base case from
which deviations are interpreted(Model I), (2) excluding the "no involveas thebase case (ModelII),and(3) excluding
ment"optionandusing "exporting"
"no involvement" and "exporting"options and using joint venture as the
base case (Model III). All three of these models fit the data very well. A
total of 62.5%, 68.0% and 70.3% of the observations are classified correctly
in the three models respectively, comparedto 34.0%, 48.0% and 56.6% that
would have been expected due to chance. In addition, two logit models, one
including interaction terms and the other excluding these terms, were estimated to determine the overall relevance of the interactionterms. Inclusion
of the six interaction terms helped the log likelihood ratio to decrease by
51.81, 44.28, and 5.31, respectively for Models I, II, and III. In addition,
the inclusion of the interaction terms resulted in a change in chi-square
values by 103.62, 88.56, and 10.64, respectively for Models I, II, and III,
with a correspondingchange of 18, 12, and 6 degrees of freedom (also see
Table 2). The changes in chi-square values are significant at the .001 level
for Models I and II suggesting strong evidence for including the interaction
terms in the choice model, and at the .101 level for Model III, suggesting
moderate evidence for including the interactionterms in the choice model.
The results of the multinomial logistic regression analysis are presented in
Table 2. The logistic regression results evaluate the effects of the interacting
variables when both are high or low. However, they cannot distinguish the
effects of the interacting variables when one of the variables has a high
value and the other a low value. These effects were therefore evaluated
using chi-square analysis after splitting the sample into high and low categories for each of the interacting variables (Table 3).
RESULTS
Main Effects
The main effect results confirm, with one exception, previous empirical
findings in the entry mode literature.Larger and more multinational firms
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TABLE 3
Association between Low/High Levels
of Interaction Variables and Mode Choices
1. Size/MultinationalExperience (SM) and MarketPotential(MP)

Low SM and High MP
High SM and Low MP
Low SM and Low MP
High SM and High MP
Chi-Square (9 d.f.) - 37.47 p

=

NI

EXP

JV

SV

31
12
34
21

1
7
3
2

25
21
26
19

12
27
11
34

0.000

showed a greatertendencyto enterforeignmarkets(Model I andII). Although
they may choose any entry mode, if they chose to invest, they show a
preference for a sole venture mode over a joint venture mode (Model III).
While finns that have a high ability to develop differentiatedproducts also
had a greatertendency to enter foreign markets, they tended to prefer noninvestment modes (Model I and II). Except for the last result, the othermain
effect results support the role of ownership advantages as hypothesized in
previous studies.
With reference to the location advantages, it was found that firms preferred
to enter the more potential markets using investment modes (Model I and
II) and among those markets that were chosen for investments, finns preferred sole venture in markets that were perceived to have higher market
potential (Model III). On the other hand, firms tend to avoid markets that
have high investment risks (Model I, II, and III), while choosing to only
export to markets that have high contractualrisks (Model I, II and III).
Interaction Effects
The interactioneffects areevaluatedusing resultsfromboth logistic regression
(Table 2) and cross-tabulation results (Table 3). The regression estimates
provide information on the significance of the high/high and low/low combinations of the interacting variables, while the cross-tabulations examine
the significance of the high/low and low/high combinationsof the interacting
variables. The results are presented for each hypothesis separately.
Hi: Table 3 shows that larger and more multinational firms have
a higher propensity to choose sole venture and joint venture
modes, and a lower propensity for no involvement in low
potentialcountries,supportingH1. This confirmsourexpectation
thatsuch firms may be guided more by strategic considerations
than by cost-benefit trade-offs in such markets.
H2: Table 3 also shows that smaller and less multinational firms
have a higher propensity for no entry or entry through a joint
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venture mode in high potential markets, supportingH2. These
firms are interested in expanding into high potential markets,
but do not have the requisite resources to do so by themselves.
H3: Table 2 indicates that firms thathave higher ability to develop
differentiatedproductsdo not show preferencefor any specific
entry mode in markets that have high investment risk, failing
to supportH3. The coefficients for sole ventureandjoint venture
modes in Model II are positive (though non-significant) and
may suggest that such firms may have a weak preference for
investment modes, ratherthan exporting in these markets.
H4: As hypothesized,firms with higher ability to develop differentiatedproductsshow a preferencefor investment modes of entry
in markets that are perceived to have higher contractualrisks.
Note that the main effect of contractualrisks suggested a nonpreference for investment modes, implying that firms place a
premium on retaining control over valuable assets and skills.
H5: Firms appearto preferthe exportingmode in marketsthathave
high potential, but that are perceived to have high investment
risks, partiallysupportingH5. This result implies thatfirms are
interestedin enteringsuchmarkets,butwould like to reducetheir
risk of investment loss.
DISCUSSIONOF RESULTSAND IMPLICATIONS
The major objective of this study was to examine the effect of interrelationships among a firm's ownership (ability to develop differentiatedproducts,
size and multinational experience), location (market potential and investment risk) and internalization advantages (contractualrisks) on its choice
of entry modes in foreign markets.The results provide broad supportfor the
hypothesizedeffects of the interrelationships,while simultaneouslyconfiming
previous findings on the separate effects of each type of determinant.
The findings of this study imply that though firns would like to establish
marketpresence in foreign countries throughdirect investment, their ability
to do so is constrainedby theirsize and multinationalexperience.In addition,
while the results supportthe general belief thatfirms use investment modes
only in high potential markets, they also suggest that some firms (large
multinationals) may invest in relatively lower potential markets if their
strategic objectives dictate so. However, firms are hesitant to enter markets
that are considered risky. Such caution appears understandable.The longterm success of any foreign investment requires significant managerial and
financial resources even in markets that do not have high risks. In a high
risk situation, firms could make a risk-averse choice resulting in the market
being not served.
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In addition to the preference for investment modes by large multinational
firms in lower potential markets, a number of other interesting interaction
effects emerged from the study. First, small firms with limited multinational
experience were found to prefer entry into markets that were perceived to
have high potential through a joint venture. This result indicates that
smaller, less multinationally experienced firms need to complement their
resource needs in orderto service a potentially attractiveforeign market.As
argued in the hypotheses section, the sharingof costs and risks enables such
firms to reduce the long-term uncertainty more efficiently [Beamish and
Banks 1987]. Second, firms thathave higher ability to develop differentiated
products are concerned about the possible loss of their advantage in countries that are perceived as having higher contractual risks. They show a
strong dislike for the exporting mode, but are willing to choose investment
modes in such markets. This can be attributedto the fact that the long-term
success of leasing operations in a foreign market is highly dependent on a
firm's ability to enforce contractualobligations by the lessee or the partner
firm. In a personal interview with a leading multinational leasing firm, it
was revealed that the firm did not wish to export equipment to a middle
easternnationbecause, regardlessof the natureof the contract,the equipment
became the propertyof the ruler of that nation. It is probably much safer to
engage in leasing activity by investing in that nation and operating within
the frameworkof the domestic laws. Third,the resultsreveal that while finms
are interested in entering marketsthat are perceived to have high potential,
the existence of investment risks leads them to shy away from investments.
In such countries firms prefer to simply export. It is interesting to note that
the main effect of investment risk suggested no entry while that of market
potentialsuggestedinvestmentmodes. The combinedeffect suggests thatfirms
take a risk-averse stance and choose limited involvement in such markets.
Froman entrymode perspective,exportingis preferredto (a) no involvement,
if firms have the ability to develop differentiatedproductsand if contractual
risks are high (this effect is considerably weakened for firms with the ability
to develop differentiatedproducts);(b) a joint ventureif contractualrisks are
high; and (c) a sole venture if contractualrisks are high. On the other hand,
preference for exporting is found to be relatively low in high potential
markets indicating that high return/high risk investment modes are better
modes in such markets. These results imply a tendency to avoid entry
through exporting when the potential returns through other modes are high,
and prefer entry throughexporting when the potential risks for other modes
are high.
The joint venture mode is preferredby larger and more multinationalfirms.
It is also preferredby smaller and less multinationalfirms in high potential
markets. On the other hand, this mode is not preferredwhen contractualand
investment risks (even in high market potential countries) are high. When
firns have the ability to develop differentiated products, they prefer this
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modein higherpotentialmarketsandin marketsthathavehighercontractual
risks.The last resultis perplexing,even thoughit stipulatesthatthe main
effect of contractualrisks will be weakenedby the presenceof product
differentiationability.
The sole venturemodeis also preferredby large,multinationalfirms(more
so thanthosechoosingjoint venture),andin marketswithhigherpotential.
Firms,in general,do notpreferthesole venturewhencontractual
andinvestmentrisks(evenin highmarketpotentialcountries)arehigh.But,whenfinns
have higherabilityto developdifferentiatedproducts,theymay entermarkets thatareperceivedto havehigh contractualrisksusingthis mode.This
meansthatfirmstendto offset theserisksthroughhigherlevels of product
drawgreatermarketpowernot from
differentiation.Thisimpliesthatfirmns
size butfromthe advantagesthattheygainthroughproductdifferentiation.
The trendtowardsglobalizationhas meantthatnot only are multinational
firmstakinga globalview of theirstrategiesbutalsocountriesarebeginning
to recognize that their economic developmentstrategiesmust take on a
globaldimension.Thisstudyshowsthatfirmsthathavea higherpreference
forinvestmententrymodesaresensitiveto investment/contractual
risk-related
attributes.The governmentsin host countries,therefore,will not only have
to developpoliciesthatmakeit attractiveforforeignfirmsto investin their
markets,but more importantly,will have to reducetheirrisk perceptions
throughregulationsthatpermitrepatriationof profits,majorityownership
and enforcementof
and control,patentprotectionfor technology/products
contracts.Fromthegovernment'sperspective,it shouldbe notedthat,regardless of the stage of economicdevelopmentof the country,policy variables
thatreducethe risk will have a positive impacton inwardforeign direct
investmentandtechnologytransfer.
Recent trendsindicate a move by developingcountriesto do just this,
wherebyconditionsarebeingcreatedfora morefavorableinvestmentclimate
throughrelaxationof investmentcontrolsandprovisionof investmentincentives includingbetterprotectionof propertyrightsandenforcementof contracts.Underthese circumstances,firmswith higherownershipadvantages
can derivepioneeringbenefitsby being the first to enterthese countries.
For instance,Pepsi gainedentryinto Indiathrougha complex contractual
arrangement(with 39.9% equityjoint venture)primarilybecause as the
Presidentand Chief Executive Officer of Pepsi-ColaInternational,Mr.
RobertH. Beeby said, "We'rewilling to go so far with Indiabecausewe
wantedto makesurewe get an earlyentrywhile the marketis developing"
[Spaethand Naj 1988]. This gives Pepsi access to a large marketthatis
expectedto becomeless riskierin termsof enforcingcontracts.
LIMITATIONSAND CONCLUSIONS

Themajorobjectiveof thisstudywasto examinetheimpactthatinterrelationshipsamongownership,location,andinternalizationadvantagefactorshad
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on firms' choice of foreign marketentrymodes. The study provided support
for most of the hypothesized relationships suggesting the importance of
including interaction effects in the entry choice model. A future research
agenda should be to test these interactions in other industries, as well as
develop other relevant interactions. A novel feature of this study was the
use of managerial perceptions for measuring the explanatory factors. The
study showed that this method of operationalizationwas particularlyuseful
for quantifying hitherto unquantifiable constructs. An important research
direction is the development of better survey measures for those constructs
that had relatively low inter-item consistency.
The results and implications drawn from this study should be viewed in
light of the research method employed. Some of the inconsistencies we
observed could have arisen from the natureof the sample. The sample came
from a single industryandhence the generalizabilityof the results is limited.
Caution must also be exercised in drawing cause-effect inferences from the
study because of the use of cross-sectional data. The use of cross-sectional
design limits our ability to rule out alternative causal inferences. Studies
involving dynamicprocessessuch as entrymode choice may requirea temporal
focus making longitudinal designs more appropriate.In spite of these limitations, this study is among the first to capturethe effect of the three types
of advantages and their interactions. Other studies could use our study as a
basis for extending work in this area toward a better understandingof how
managers make entry mode decisions.
APPENDIX
Measurement Items
OWNERSHIPADVANTAGES
Firm Size
1. What is the gross volume of business conducted by your firm
in the preceding financial year?
Ability to Develop Differentiated Products
2. How do you rate your training program in terms of preparing
your personnel to conduct leasing transactions?
3. How do you rate your firm's potential to create new and creatively structuredleasing transactions?
Multinational Experience
4. Approximately, what percentage of your total earnings would
you attributeto your foreign source income?
5. How multinationaldo you think your firm is, in terms of number of countries operated in?
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6. How capable is your fin in terms of technological, managerial,
and financial capabilities to handle internationalexpansion?
LOCATIONADVANTAGES
Market Potential
7. What do you think is the market potential of leasing business
in (country)?
8. What do you think is the growth potential of leasing business
in (country)?
9. What do you think is the general acceptability of leasing as a
financial tool in (country)?
10. What do you think about the attitudeof government toward the
leasing industry in (country)?
11. What do you think about the attitude of government toward
foreign firms in general in (country)?
Investment Risk
12. What do you think about the general stability of the political,
social, and economic conditions in (country)?
13. What do you think is the risk of converting and repatriating
your income in (country)?
14. What do you think is the risk of expropriation of firms from
(country).
INTERNALIZATIONADVANTAGES
Contractual Risk
15. Compared to that of the U.S.A., how would you rate the costs
of making and enforcing contracts in (country)?
16. How sure are you that your standardsof quality of services will
be maintained if you operatedjointly with a local leasing firm
in (country)?
17. What do you think is the risk of dissipation or misuse of your
proprietaryknowledge if you operatedjointly with a local leasing fmn in (country)?
Note: All items (except 1 and5) weremeasuredusing a 7-pointbipolarscale.
-NOTES
1. This study examinesonly one type of exporting,namely,directexportingwithoutinvestmentof
assetsin thehost country.Somestudiesin the international
channelsliteraturehavefounddifferences
between direct exportingversus indirectexporting,and hence some of our hypothesesand their
rationalemay needto be modifiedfor the indirectexportingcontext.
2. Theonlystudythatwe knowof thathasexaminedinteractionsis by GatignonandAnderson[1988].
They examinedthe effect of interactionbetweenasset specificityand countryrisk on the choice
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between joint venture and sole venture. While these constructs are somewhat similar to ownership and
location factors respectively, their study was based on the transaction cost framework proposed by
Williamson. It should be noted, however, that they did not find a significant effect for this interaction
term.
3. Empirical studies, because of their reliance on demographic or objective measures, have had difficulty in developing surrogate indicators of either costs and benefits or risks associated with internal
versus external transactions. Cho [1985], for example, used 'assets and liabilities/total assets' of a firm
and 'number of offshore markets' in which a firm has branch offices as indicators of internalization
advantages. These measures clearly do not measure costs and benefits or risks. Furtherconfusion arises
because these measures have also been used as measures of ownership advantages of a finn in other
studies (see, e.g., Caves and Mehra [1986]; Kogut and Singh [1988]). Similar operationalization
problems were encountered by Dunning [1980]. In this study, we overcome these difficulties by
directly measuring managerial perceptions of different types of contractualrisks that can be expected
in transactions in a particularhost country.
4. Most previous studies have measured the location advantages of a host country using demographic
indicators such as GDP, population, literacy rate, urbanpopulation, etc. to measure the marketpotential
and country restrictiveness as a measure of investment risk. The values of such variables are constant
across all firms and industries for a particularhost country.
5. Our focus in this study is on market-seeking firms and not resource-seeking finns. Hence, we do
not include the level of resource abundance in a particularhost country as a location factor.
6. Contraryto our expectation, only two finns chose licensing in our sample. We have thereforedeleted
this option from the analysis.
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